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What is an IP strategy?

«IP» = Intellectual Property

“A company’s plan of action

to manage and protect its intangible assets.”

Definition by WIPO (World Intellectual Property Organization)

Monday 25th July, 2022



Why protecting your IP?

Monday 25th July,  2022

Enables you to have exclusivity
on your innovation

IP ownership gives certainty that 
you can use the IP

Asset for debt or equity raising &
it improves your valuation

Freedom to Operate check brings
certainty to not infringe other IP rights



How to define an IP Strategy?

1. Your IP
2. Options to 
protect your IP

3. Strategy for 
your company



1. Ideas 

2. Innovations

3. Algorithm

4. Software

5. Brand / Logos

6. Shape / Design

What do you want to protect?



What do you want to protect?
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What do you want to protect?



How to protect it?
“Intellectual Property Rights”:

1. Patent

2. Copyright (Software)

3. Trademark

4. Design



How to protect it?
“Intellectual Property Rights”:

1. Patent

2. Trademark

3. Copyright (Software)

4. Design

Other options:

5. Confidentiality

6. Freedom to Operate (FTO)



Other options?
Confidentiality:

▪ Definition “Know-how”: Information, skill or expertise that is generally confidential and separate from

proprietary intellectual property rights such as patents, copyright or design rights.

▪ How is it protected: Non-Disclosure Agreement (NDA), Confidentiality Agreement,

Employment Agreement with confidentiality clause

▪ Questions you should ask yourself:

a. Who am I you’re sharing it with?

b. Do I trust them?

c. How are these people contractually obligated to 

handle it?



Other options?
“Freedom to operate”:

▪ Goal: search to ascertain whether your product can be marketed without any risk of

infringing patents or other intellectual property rights held by third parties.

▪ Meaning: avoid having to withdraw a product from sale or paying damages if the product is

an infringement, even unintentionally.

▪ Min. requirements:

a. Preliminary study at the start of product development (ongoing)
b. Monitoring possible pending patent applications of others
c. 1-2 days research for simple products by patent information analyst sufficient



1. Ideas 

2. Innovations

3. Algorithm

4. Software

5. Brand / Logos

6. Shape / Design

What do you want to protect?



1. Ideas 

2. Innovations

3. Algorithm

4. Software

5. Brand/Logos

6. Shape / Design

“no protection” (e.g. open source software)

Confidentiality

What and how to protect it?

Plus for all assets:

Freedom to Operate (FTO)



What have you applied for?
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What have you applied for?



Overview: How to define an IP Strategy?

3. Strategy for 
your company

1. Your IP
2. Options to 
protect your IP



Define your IP Strategy
A) Considerations

▪ Financial possibilities

▪ Timing 

▪ You cannot protect everything: What are the important IP’s that you want to commercialize?

▪ Geographical extension (now and intended for the future)

▪ Competition

B) Define and combine the protection options

C) “Add ons”



INTANGILBE 
ASSET

Protection 
option

Financials Timing Importance Geographical 
extension

Competition Advantages / 
Disadvantages

Asset A Protection 
Option 1

Asset A Protection 
Option 2

Asset A Protection 
Option 3

Asset B Protection 
Option 1

Asset B Protection 
Option 2

… …

Define your IP Strategy



Financials

▪ Patents are expensive (CHF 5-10k per country)

▪ Trademarks prize-return-ratio quite good (approx. CHF 550 for one trademark in

Switzerland, approx. CHF 2’000 for extension to EU)

▪ Software no direct cost for protection, but good agreements necessary



Timing  

Important time lines:

▪ “first come first served” especially for patents and trademarks: Consider when your

competitors might file applications

▪ Patents are limited in time (20 years); trademarks unlimited (but renewal fee)

▪ Patents: 12 months from application until disclosure

▪ Patents: 30 months after priority application higher costs

▪ Trademarks: 6 months to profit from priority date of earlier application



“Important IPs”

Some general “rules”:

▪ “deep tech”, pharma, b2b: patents

▪ complex software solutions: copyrights plus confidentiality

▪ b2c: trademarks

▪ Internal knowhow, experience: confidentiality

▪ Investors: often like to see patents



Define and combine
Example:

▪ Technology part X: Patent priority application in EU; extension after 30 
months to USA, Japan

▪ Technology part Y: Confidentiality
▪ Software part X: Confidentiality
▪ Software part Y: Open Source
▪ Algorithms XY: Knowhow only shared with founders plus decentralized 

in the company
▪ Brand: Word trademark (Start in CH, within 6 months EU); 

Logo after branding is finalized



Technical measures
If technically possible, integrate elements that can’t be reproduced into your products (known as 
‘black boxes’), without which they cannot work.

Packaging
Develop labels for your products or packaging that are difficult to counterfeit and incorporate 
them into your products. This allows you and your customers to check whether an item is a 
counterfeit or an original.

Domain names
Register domain names (internationally) early.

“Add ons”



Is it worth it?

To consider and define: yes, definitely!

To spend a lot of money: it depends on your company

It’s expensive



1. Disclosure
▪ Discussion with investors

▪ Pitch Deck

▪ Consultants

▪ Marketing Material

▪ Friends

2. NDA’s
▪ Correct parties? 

▪ What does it cover?

▪ Confidential marking requirement?

▪ Termination?

▪ Return of confidential information

3. Contractor Agreement
▪ Is there an agreement in writing?

▪ IP ownership clause?

▪ Where is the contractor located?

▪ Choice of law

4. Collaborations
▪ Is there an agreement in writing?

▪ What are you sharing? 

▪ Who owns IP, data, processed data, trained models?

▪ What happens when your ways part?

▪ Big customer? Can you later work with a competitor?

IP Pitfalls



1. Strategy for your company

2. Start early (agreements with developers, no pre-publication
before patent application, “first come first served” re patents
and trademarks)

3. Clear strategy, implement it fully in your business (especially
all agreements, i.e. with employees, service providers,
external software company, website programmer etc.) and
review regularly

Take away’s



1. Know what you can protect

2. Clarify who owns the IP rights of your product

3. Freedom-to-operate was at least partly checked

Bare Minimum for Founders



Anina Groh
Partner & Tech Lawyer

Zammim Ayubi
Legal Advisor

Q&A

Further
questions:
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How to protect it?
Patent:

▪ How is it protected: Granting of the patent

▪ What is protected: Inventions, i.e. new technical solutions to technical problems

▪ Min. requirements:

a. Novel

b. Industrially applicable

c. Inventive step

d. Disclosure of the invention

No publication to third 
parties before application of 

the patent. If publication 
necessary only and strictly 

with NDA.

„First come first 
served“



How to protect it?
Trademark:

▪ How is it protected: Registration in the trademark register

▪ What is protected: Registered signs (word, logo or word & logo) from misuse 

by others 

▪ Min. requirements:

a. Does not infringe other’s rights 

b. Distinctive

c. Not descriptive

d. Not against public order or morality

„First come first
served“



How to protect it?
Copyright:

▪ How is it protected: Automatically at the moment of creation

▪ What is protected: Works of literature and art (including computer programs, 

i.e. the source code)

▪ Min. requirements:

a. Literary and artistic creations of the mind that possess an individual 

character

b. Photographs are protected irrespective of whether they have individual 

character or not.



How to protect it?
Software:

▪ How is it protected: the source code is protected by copyright law (Art. 2 Abs. 3 URG)

▪ What is protected: Source code. Algorithms which form the basis of software are not 

protected.

▪ Who is the owner: the coder or the employer? => Agreements

▪ Patent Protection?

▪ Can’t be protected by Patents under European law as it’s considered non-technical. But if 

it’s used to implement a technical invention it may be eligible for a patent.

▪ US Patents possible in some situation (but also rarely)



Other options?
Confidentiality:

▪ Definition “Know-how”: Information, skill or expertise (for example, processes, methods, techniques, drawings,

data or a compilation) that is generally confidential and separate from proprietary intellectual property rights such as

patents, copyright or design rights.

▪ How is it protected: Non-Disclosure Agreement (NDA), Confidentiality Agreement,

Employment Agreement with confidentiality clause

▪ Questions you should ask yourself:

a. Who am I you’re sharing it with?

b. Do I trust them?

c. How are these people contractually obligated to 

handle it?



Other options?
“Freedom to operate”:

▪ Goal: search to ascertain whether your product can be marketed without any risk of

infringing patents or other intellectual property rights held by third parties.

▪ Meaning: avoid having to withdraw a product from sale or paying damages if the product

is an infringement, even unintentionally.

▪ Min. requirements:

a. Preliminary study at the start of product development (ongoing)
b. Monitoring possible pending patent applications of others
c. 1-2 days research for simple products by patent information analyst sufficient



Consider the options
NEW 
TECHNOLOGY

Protection 
options

Financials: How 
much money do 
you have for the 
protection: now, 
in 12 months, in 
30 months?

Timing: When will 
you need to share 
the new 
technology? How 
long can you 
implement NDA’s?

Importance Geogr. 
Extension: 
Where will you 
use the 
technology?

Competition: 
Where are your 
competitiors? 
Do they have 
patents?

+ / -

New technology 
X

1) Patent Expensive The sooner you 
need to share, the 
earlier you should 
apply for the patent

more countries = 
more expensive

+ protection
+ investors
- limited in time (20 years)
- costs
- competitors know your application 
after 12 months

New technology 
X

2) Confidentiality Not so expensive, 
but legal advice 
for good NDA’s 
needed

+ unlimited in time
+ lower costs
+ flexibility
- protection

New technology 
X

3) Freedom to 
operate

Not so expensive, 
but legal advice 
for freedom to 
operate check 
needed

Check patents of 
your 
competitors

Minimum you need
+ lower costs
- No exclusivity («just» free to use)



Consider the options
SOFTWARE 
SOLUTION

Protection 
options

Financials: How 
much money do 
you have for the 
protection: now, in 
6 months, later?

Timing: When will 
you use the 
software with 
customers?

Importance Geogr. 
Extension: 
Where will you 
use the 
software?

Competition: 
How do your 
competitors 
protect their 
software?

+ / -

Software part X 1) Copyright No application 
cost, but 
agreements 
needed

Worldwide + protection not very good

Software part X 2) 
Confidentiality

No application 
cost, but 
agreements 
needed

+ protection depends on confidentiality

Software part X 3) Open Source No application cost + not expensive
+ marketing effect
- no protection
- no exclusivity



Consider the options
BRANDING 
ELEMENTS (logo, 
name, tagline 
etc.)

Protection 
options

Financials: How 
much money do you 
have for the 
protection: now, in 6 
months, later?

Timing: When will 
you need your 
branding elements 
towards 
customers?

Importance Geogr. 
Extension: 
Where will you 
use the branding 
elements?

Competition: 
Where are your 
competitiors? 
Do they have 
trademarks?

+ / -

Branding 
elements X

1) Word 
Trademark

Prize per country you 
want to apply for

+ protection
- translation issues

Branding 
elements X

2) Word 
Picture 
Trademark

Prize per country you 
want to apply for

+ protection
- new logo => new trademarks needed

Branding 
elements X

2) Picture 
Trademark

Prize per country you 
want to apply for

+ protection

Branding 
elements X

3) Freedom 
to operate

Less expensive Check 
trademarks of 
competitors and 
other companies

+ not expensive
- Freedom just for current brand 
element
- no exclusivity




